Genomic organization and transcription analysis of the 195-bp satellite DNA in Trypanosoma cruzi.
The 195-bp satellite DNA is the most abundant Trypanosoma cruzi repetitive sequence. Here we show by RNA blotting and RT-PCR that 195 SAT is intensely transcribed. We observed a positive correlation between the level of satellite RNA and the abundance of the satellite copies in the genome of T. cruzi strains and that the satellite expression is not developmentally regulated. By analyzing CL Brener individual reads, we estimated that 195 SAT corresponds to approximately 5% of the CL Brener genome. 195 SAT elements were found in only 37 annotated contigs, indicating that a large number of satellite copies were not incorporated into the assembled data. The assembled satellite units are distributed in non-syntenic regions with Trypanosoma brucei and Leishmania major genomes, enriched with surface proteins, retroelements, RHS and hypothetical proteins. Satellite repeats were not observed in annotated subtelomeric regions. We report that 12 satellite sequences are truncated by the retroelement VIPER.